Please print this form, sign it and hand it to your librarian or library representative:

TO THE LIBRARIAN

I recommend the following book for purchase by the library. The book is very relevant to the work in our department. Please consider this book for purchase at the earliest opportunity.

Title: Postgraduate Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide for PhD and Master's Students and their Supervisors
Author: Aceme Nyika
Publisher: Caister Academic Press

Available from:
* Book Systems Plus
  Tel: +441223 893261 Email bsp2b@aol.com
  USA site: https://usa.caister.com  UK site: https://uk.caister.com

* or from all good book shops and library suppliers

Name: ...................................................................................

Department: ..........................................................................

Signature: ..............................................................................

CURRENT BOOKS OF INTEREST:

☞ Postgraduate Handbook: A Comprehensive Guide for PhD and Master’s Students and their Supervisors
Author: Aceme Nyika. February 2018. 978-1-910190-75-3 978-1-910190-76-0.

☞ Enteroviruses: Omics, Molecular Biology, and Control

☞ Molecular Biology of Kinetoplastid Parasites

☞ Bacterial Evasion of the Host Immune System

☞ Illustrated Dictionary of Parasitology in the Post-Genomic Era

☞ Next-generation Sequencing and Bioinformatics for Plant Science

☞ The CRISPR/Cas System: Emerging Technology and Application

Full details at www.caister.com